Abstract. The status in electroweak precision physics is reviewed. I present a brief summary of the latest data, global fit results, a few implications for new physics, and an outlook.
where g and g ′ are the SU (2) L and U (1) Y gauge couplings, respectively. Very high precision could also be achieved in the heavy flavor sector consisting of branching ratios and various asymmetries for b and c quarks. More specifically, the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry into b quarks, A b FB , amounts to the most precise measurement of sin 2 θ W at LEP, while the few per mille measurement of R b = Γ(bb)/Γ(had) yields independent information on the top quark mass, m t , and constraints on new physics affecting the third generation in a non-universal way. The heavy flavor results have been finalized very recently. Analogous results are also available for s quarks, albeit with larger uncertainties. Other Z pole observables include the three leptonic FB asymmetries, A ℓ FB , the final state τ polarization and its FB asymmetry, and charge asymmetry measurements. 2 ℓ is an effective mixing angle which absorbs all radiative corrections and corresponds most closely to what enters the Z pole asymmetries. The first is extracted from the hadronic charge asymmetry, a weighted average over light-quark FB asymmetries. The second is from the final state electron FB asymmetry, A FB , from CDF [2] . The three values of A e are (i) from A LR for hadronic final states [3]; (ii) from A LR for leptonic final states and from polarized Bhabba scattering [4] ; and (iii) from the angular distribution of the τ polarization (LEP) [1] . The two A τ values are from SLD and the total τ polarization, respectively. The uncertainties in the SM predictions are induced by the errors in the SM parameters, and their correlations have been accounted for. These Z pole measurements are summarized in Table 1 . Some results are quoted in terms of asymmetry parameters,
shown in Fig. 1 , from where it becomes clear that a correction of 10-20% to ∆κ b would be necessary to account for the data. This would be a very large radiative correction, given that the quadratically enhanced top quark contribution in the SM is less than 1%. It is thus very unlikely that the deviation in A b FB is due to a loop effect, but it is conceivably of tree-level type affecting preferentially the third generation. Examples include the decay of a scalar neutrino resonance [5] , mixing of the b quark with heavy exotics [6] , and a heavy Z ′ with family non-universal couplings [7] . It is difficult, however, to simultaneously account for R b , which has been measured on the Z peak and off-peak [1] at LEP 1. In this context it is interesting that an average of R b measurements at LEP 2 at energies between 133 and 207 GeV is 2.1 σ below the SM prediction, and A b FB is 1.6 σ low [8] .
The measurement of σ 0 had is 2 σ higher than the SM prediction. As a consequence, when one fits to the number, N ν , of active neutrinos 2 one obtains a 2 σ deficit, N ν = 2.986 ± 0.007, compared to the SM prediction, N ν = 3. Amusingly, LEP 2 [8] also sees a 1.7 σ excess in the averaged hadronic cross section. [10, 11] (pp). The world average, M W = 80.410 ± 0.032 GeV, has reached a relative precision of 4 × 10 −4 with further improvements expected in the near future. The direct measurements [23] of m t = 172.7 ± 2.9 ± 0.6 GeV from the Tevatron 3 can be compared to an indirect determination, m t = 172.3 +10.2 − 7.6 GeV, from the other precision data. The agreement is spectacular. As shown in Fig. 2 , this comparison can even be carried out for the two parameters, m t and M W , simultaneously. In the indirect determination, m t is mostly constrained by R b , but Γ Z and low energy measurements also contribute significantly. M W is then mostly implied by the asymmetries. The agreement is again remarkable and it should be stressed that there are now two theoretically and experimentally independent indications for a relatively light Higgs boson with a mass of O(100 GeV). The implications of various sets of observables for M H and m t are shown in Fig. 3 .
Other data
Other important measurements are from comparatively lower energies or momentum transfers [24] . The most precise are determinations of anomalous magnetic moments in leptons, a ℓ . The measurement [25] of a µ stands out because of its unique sensitivity to high energy scales. If the new physics [26] couples, respectively, through tree or oneloop effects, a simple dimensional estimate of the scales that can be probed by a µ at the 1 σ level (∆a µ denotes the total error) gives, [9] , CDF [10] , and DØ [11] , and the second is from LEP 2 [8] . g 2 L and g 2 R (see text) are from NuTeV [12] , while the older neutrino deep-inelastic scattering (ν-DIS) results from CDHS [13] , CHARM [14] , and CCFR [15] are included in the fits, but not shown. g νe V,A are world averaged effective four-Fermi couplings in νe scattering and dominated by the CHARM II results [16] . A PV is the parity violating asymmetry in Møller scattering [17] . Q W (Cs) [18, 19] and Q W (Tl) [20, 21] are the so-called weak charges of Cs and Tl and have been determined in atomic parity violation (APV) experiments. The APV errors shown contain significant theory uncertainties from atomic structure calculations [22] . In the case of τ τ (see text) the theory uncertainty is included in the SM prediction. In all other SM predictions, the uncertainty is from the SM parameters. The interpretation of a µ is complicated by hadronic contributions which first arise at the two-loop level. One can use experimental e + e − → hadrons cross section data to estimate [27] the two-loop effect, which is due to a vacuum polarization (VP) insertion into a one-loop graph, a (2,VP) µ = (69.54 ± 0.64) × 10 −9 . This value suggests a 2.3 σ discrepancy between the SM and experiment. If one assumes isospin symmetry (which is not exact and appropriate corrections [28] have to be applied) one can also make use of τ decay spectral functions [29] and one obtains [30] , a (2,VP) µ = (71.10 ± 0.58) × 10 −9 . This result implies no conflict (0.7 σ ) between data and prediction. It is important to understand the origin of this difference, but the following observations point to the conclusion that at least some of it is experimental: (i) The latest e + e − data by the SND Collaboration [31] are consistent with the implications of the τ decay data, and in conflict with other e + e − data. (ii) The τ − → ν τ 2π − π + π 0 spectral function disagrees with the corresponding e + e − data at the 4 σ level, which translates to a 23% effect [27] and seems too large to arise from isospin violation. (iii) Isospin violating corrections have been studied in detail in Ref. [28] and found to be largely under control. The largest effect is due to higher-order electroweak corrections [32] but introduces a negligible uncertainty [33] . (iv) Ref. [34] shows on the basis of a QCD sum rule that the spectral functions derived from τ decay data are consistent with values of α s (M Z ) > ∼ 0.120 (in agreement with the global fit result described in the next section), while the spectral functions from e + e − annihilation are consistent only for somewhat lower (disfavored) values. In any case, due to the suppression at large momentum transfer (from where the conflicts originate) these problems are less pronounced as far as a (2, VP) µ is concerned, so that it seems justified to view these differences as fluctuations and to average the results. An additional uncertainty is induced by the hadronic three-loop light-by-light scattering contribution. For this the most recent value, a LBLS µ = (1.36 ± 0.25) × 10 −9 , of Ref. [35] is employed, which is higher than previous evaluations [36, 37] .
The τ is the only lepton which can decay hadronically, offering a luxurious arena to study the strong interaction and to extract α s . Its mass, m τ , is large enough that the operator product expansion, OPE (QCD perturbation theory plus almost negligible power corrections in an expansion in the inverse τ mass), can be applied, yet small enough that QCD effects are sizable with great sensitivity to α s . Upon renormalization group evolution from m τ to M Z (where α s can be compared to the values from Γ Z , σ 0 had , and R ℓ ), the uncertainty scales roughly τ lifetime, τ τ , and leptonic branching ratios 5 are fully inclusive, there are no uncertainties from hadronization, fragmentation, parton distribution functions, or other modeling of the strong interaction. The only potential theoretical uncertainties are from the truncation of the perturbative series and from non-perturbative OPE breaking effects. The perturbative series is known up to O(α 3 s ) (the same order as the QCD correction to Γ(had)) and should therefore not be combined with only next-to-leading order determinations of α s . The coefficients that enter the α s expansion of τ τ are relatively large, but dominated by terms that arise from analytical continuation and are thus proportional to QCD β -function coefficients. Since the latter are known to O(α 4 s ) and first enter at O(α 2 s ), it is advantageous to treat these effects separately and re-sum them to all orders. This amounts to a re-organization of the perturbative series (also referred to as "contour improvement") with smaller expansion coefficients 6 and where α n s is replaced by more complicated functions, A n (α s ). The dominant uncertainty is from the lack of knowledge of the four-loop coefficient, d 3 . One is still exposed to OPE breaking non-perturbative effects because at one kinematic point one needs to change from quark degrees of freedom (QCD) to hadrons (data), but fortunately this point is suppressed by a double zero. Very precise data on τ spectral functions (mainly from ALEPH [29] ) constrain such effects to a sub-dominant level.
Currently the largest discrepancy is from ν-DIS scattering. The NuTeV Collaboration finds for the on-shell definition of the weak mixing angle, s 2 W = 0.2277 ± 0.0016, which is 3.0 σ higher than the SM prediction. The discrepancy is in the left-handed effective four-Fermi coupling, g 2 L = 0.3000 ± 0.0014, which is 2.7 σ low, while g 2 R = 0.0308 ± 0.0011 is 0.6 σ high. At tree level, these are given by,
Within the SM, one can identify five categories of effects that could cause or contribute to this effect [38] : (i) an asymmetric strange quark sea, although this possibility is constrained by dimuon data [39] ; (ii) isospin symmetry violating parton distribution functions at levels much stronger than generally expected [40] ; (iii) nuclear physics effects [41, 42] ; (iv) QED and electroweak radiative corrections [43, 44] ; and (v) QCD corrections to the structure functions [45] . The NuTeV result and the other ν-DIS data should therefore be considered as preliminary until a re-analysis using PDFs including all experimental and theoretical information has been completed. It is well conceivable that various effects add up to bring the NuTeV result in line with the SM prediction. It is likely that the overall uncertainties in g 2 L and g 2 R will increase, but at the same time the older ν-DIS results may become more precise when analyzed with better PDFs than were available at the time.
GLOBAL FIT
With these inputs a simultaneous fit to various SM parameters can be performed,
where the last two lines show the weak mixing angle in the MS-scheme (coupling based) and the on-shell scheme (vector meson mass based), respectively.α(M Z ) is the MS electromagnetic coupling as it enters at the Z pole. Despite the small discrepancies discussed in the previous section, the goodness of the fit to all data is very good with a are also addressed 7 . The measurement of the latter is higher than the SM prediction, and its inclusion in the fits favors a largerα(M Z ) and a lower M H by about 3 GeV.
The extracted Z pole value of α s (M Z ) is based on a formula with almost negligible theoretical uncertainty (±0.0005 in α s (M Z )) if one assumes the exact validity of the SM. One should keep in mind, however, that this value 8 , α s = 0.1198 ± 0.0028, is very sensitive to such types of new physics as non-universal vertex corrections. In contrast, the value derived from τ decays, α s (M Z ) = 0.1225 +0.0025 −0.0022 , is theory dominated but less sensitive to new physics. The two values are in remarkable agreement with each other. They are also in good agreement with other recent values, such as from a 4-jet analysis at OPAL [46] (0.1182 ± 0.0026) and from jet production at HERA [47] (0.1186 ± 0.0051), but the τ decay result is somewhat higher than the value, 0.1170 ±0.0012, from the most recent unquenched lattice calculation [48] .
There is a strong correlation between the quadratic m t and logarithmic [49] . Including the results of these direct searches as an extra contribution to the likelihood function drives the 95% upper limit to M H ≤ 189 GeV. As two further refinements, the theoretical uncertainties from uncalculated higher order contributions and the M H -dependence of the correlation matrix which gives slightly more weight to lower Higgs masses [50] 
respectively. The probability distribution function of M H is shown in Fig. 4 .
NEW PHYSICS AND OUTLOOK
The good agreement between SM predictions and experiments implies strong constraints on new physics scenarios beyond the SM. The Z pole measurements are particularly suitable to study possible new physics effects on the Z couplings to quarks and leptons. The per mille precision which has been achieved at LEP and SLC allows, for example, only very small mixing between the Z and a hypothetical extra Z ′ boson [51] . On the other hand, a Z ′ with no or little mixing, or other types of new physics contributing to e + e − amplitudes without affecting Z boson properties, could have easily gone unnoticed, since such effects may hide under the Z resonance. It is then expedient to examine precision observables away from the Z pole. High quality and high energy data are provided by LEP 2 [8] , although these come with comparatively low rates. An interesting alternative is to utilize low energy observables probing directly the weak interaction. This includes processes which exploit the parity violating character of the weak interaction, as well as neutrino scattering. For example, the E158 Collaboration at SLAC [17] has extracted the weak charge of the electron, Q W (e), from the parity violating asymmetry, A PV , in polarized electron scattering, ee. A 13% error in the Møller asymmetry suffices to access the TeV scale. A similar experiment, Qweak at JLab [52] , will determine the analogous proton weak charge, Q W (p), in ep-scattering. The new physics scales probed by Q W (e) [53] and Q W (p) [54] reach (at the 1 σ level),
where g is the coupling strength of the new physics, G F is the Fermi constant, and |∆Q W | is the total uncertainty (a 4% determination of Q W (p) is assumed). The reason for the high reach in these experiments is a suppression of the tree-level SM contribution which is proportional to 1 − 4 sin The mixing angle can be determined from a variety of neutral-current processes spanning a very wide Q 2 range. The largest discrepancy is the measurement from ν-DIS which is 2.7 σ above the prediction. This is mostly due to the NuTeV result [12] . The figure is updated from Ref. [55] . momentum transfer (Q 2 ≈ 0.03 GeV 2 in these experiments) is even closer to the ideal value of 1/4 than the one entering Z pole physics (Q 2 = M 2 Z ). This is illustrated in Fig. 5 . This kind of low energy, very high statistics measurement may even compete with the Z factories. For example, a factor of 4 improvement in A PV relative to the E158 result (which can conceivably be achieved at an upgraded 12 GeV CEBAF at JLab) would yield a measurement of the low energy mixing angle to about ±0.00035. Fig. 6 shows a breakdown of our current knowledge of the weak mixing angle. A possible projection into the intermediate future is also shown, where a 3.25% A PV and a 4% Q W (p) measurement are assumed, along with some expected improvements [56] at the Tevatron Run IIA (corresponding approximately to an accumulated luminosity of 2 fb −1 of data). It is entertaining to also display what such an outcome would mean for the various laboratories. Fig. 7 shows that JLab with a dedicated asymmetry physics program could contribute almost as much to sin 2 θ W as the high-energy laboratories, SLAC and FNAL.
One can also consider the general effects on neutral-current and Z and W boson observables of various types of heavy new physics which contribute to the W and Z self-energies but which do not have any (or only small) direct coupling to the ordi- nary fermions. In addition to non-degenerate multiplets, which break the vector part of SU (2) L , these include heavy degenerate multiplets of chiral fermions which break the axial generators. Such effects can be described by just three parameters, S, T , and U [57] . T is equivalent to the electroweak ρ-parameter [58] and proportional to the difference between the W and Z self-energies at Q 2 = 0 (vector SU (2) L -breaking). S and S + U are associated, respectively, with the difference between the Z and W self-energies at
. S, T , and U are defined with a factor proportional toα removed, so that they are expected to be of order unity in the presence of new physics. A heavy non-degenerate multiplet of fermions or scalars contributes positively to T , while a multiplet of heavy degenerate chiral fermions increases S. For example, a heavy degenerate ordinary or mirror family would contribute 2/(3π) to S.
The data allow a simultaneous determination of S, T , U , and all SM parameters except for M H , S = −0.13 ± 0.10 (−0.08), T = −0.13 ± 0.11 (+0.09), where the uncertainties are from the inputs. The central values assume M H = 117 GeV, and in parentheses the change for M H = 300 GeV is shown. As can be seen, α s (U ) can be determined with no (little) M H dependence. On the other hand, S, T , and M H cannot be obtained simultaneously, because the Higgs boson loops themselves are resembled approximately by oblique effects. Eqs. (10) show that negative (positive) contributions to the S (T ) parameter can weaken or entirely remove the strong constraints on M H from the SM fits. The parameters in Eqs. (10) , which by definition are due to new physics only, all deviate by more than one standard deviation from the SM values of zero. However, these deviations are correlated. Fixing U = 0 (as is done in Fig. 8 ) will also move S and T to values compatible with zero within errors. Note the strong correlation (84%) between the S and T parameters.
An extra generation of ordinary fermions is excluded at the 99.999% CL on the basis of the S parameter alone, corresponding to N F = 2.81 ± 0.24 for the number of families. This result assumes that there are no new contributions to T or U and therefore that any new families are degenerate. In principle this restriction can be relaxed by allowing T to vary as well, since T > 0 is expected from a non-degenerate extra family. However, the data currently favor T < 0, thus strengthening the exclusion limits. A more detailed analysis is required if the extra neutrino (or the extra down-type quark) is close to its direct mass limit [59, 60] . This can drive S to small or even negative values but at the expense of too-large contributions to T . CL contours allowed by all data which are for M H = 340 GeV and 1000 GeV, respectively. α s is constrained using the τ lifetime as additional input in all fits.
